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A Coding Theorem for Abstract 
Memoryless Channels ~ 
TERRY J. WAG~ER 
The University of Texas, Austin, Texas 78712 
The proof of a coding theorem for abstract memoryless channels 
is given for a general constraint on codewerds. Except for a few basic 
measure-theoretic fa ts the proof uses only known results for the 
discrete memoryless channel. 
THE ABSTRACT MEMORYLESS CHANNEL 
The abstract memoryless channel is a discrete-time channel which is 
composed of: 
(i) (9¢, Q), the input measurable space where Q is a z-algebra of 
subsets of 9C with {x} C Q for all x C ~: (i.e., sets consisting of single 
points from ~: are always in Q); 
(ii) (~, ~), the output measurable space where fl is a a-algebra of 
subsets of ~;  and 
(iii) P( . /x ) ,  the channel probability function where P( . /x )  is a 
probability measure on fl for each x C ~:. 
By memoryless it is meant that for each N and for each 
x = (x l ,  . . .  , x~)  E ~C ~ ~ 
the probabil ity measure PN(./x) on S is the product probability 
measure on fin determined by P( . /x l ) ,  . . . ,  P( - /x~) ;  for example, 
for each sequence B1, -. • , B~ from 8, 
N 
PN(BI X . "  X B~/x) = IIP(B~/x,). 
i= l  
In  what follows the abbreviation AS/IC will always denote a fixed, bug 
1 This work was supported by the NSF Grant GP-3012. 
If (Z, (C) is a measurable space then Z ~ will denote the set of all N-tuples from 
Z and C, will denote the product a-algebra in Z N, the a-algebra determined by 
the class of sets C1 X "-" X CN where C~ E G, 1 ~ i _-_ N (see Leave, 1964). 
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otherwise arbitrary, abstract memoryless channel described by (i), (ii) 
and (iii). 
EXAMPLES 
(1) Discrete Memoryless Channel (DMC). 9C and aj are both finite 
sets with Q and 3 always taken as the class of all subsets of ~: and ~3 
respectively; P( . /x )  is usually replaced by p( . /x ) ,  the probability 
distribution on qJ which corresponds to the measure P( . /x )  (e.g., 
P({y}/x)  = p(y/x)  for all y C ~). A DMC will here be denoted by 
(9C, ~, p (y /z )  ). 
(2) Semi-Continuous Memoryless Channels. ~: is a finite set and Q 
is the class of all subsets of ~:. 
(3) Memoryless Continuous Channels. (~C, Q) and (~J, fl) are 
each equal to the real line with the Borel a-algebra; P( . /x )  is usually 
described by a distribution function F( . /x )  or, when appropriate, by a 
probability density p( . /x ) .  A familiar channel of this type is the 
discrete-time memoryless Gaussian channel which has p(y/x)  = 
(1/V~-~z) × exp [--(y - x)2/2z~]. 
A CONSTRAINT ON CODEWORDS 
A code for the AMC of block length N is 
(i) a sequence xl, • • •, x~ of elements from ~C ~, called codewords, and 
(ii) a sequence of disjoint sets D1, .. • , Du from ~ whose union 
is ~N. 
R = ( lnM) /N is the~uteof thecodeand i fP~(D[ /x~)  < X, 1 < i < M, 
the code is called an (M, N, X)-code. The following constraint on code- 
words will be used. Let f be a fixed real-valued measurable function 
defined on 9C and let ~ > 0 be a fixed real number where + oo is allowed. 
Then every codeword x = (xl, . . . ,  x~) will be assumed to satisfy 
f¢ 
--~ =< (1 /N)~f (x~)  <= 0 (1) 
1 
Constraint (1) is thus determined by the function f and the number 
so that by changing f and ~ different constraints can be obtained. 
:EXAMPLES 
(1) I f f (x)  = 0 forxCA(~ Q) and 1 fo rx$  A then, for every 
> 0, (1) is satisfied forx  = (x~, - - - ,x~)  if, and only if, x~CA, 
1 =< i = N. That is, for this choice of f what is really being considered 
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is an unconstrained AMC Where the input space ~: has been replaced 
byA. 
(2) If (~C, Q) is the real line with the Borel z-Mgebra then, for 
f (x )  = S 2 - x ~ and ~ = + ~, (1) becomes 
hr 
(1/Y) ~ x? < S ~, 
1 
an average power constraint on codewords. 
Corresponding to each f and 8 there is a channel capacity for the 
AMC. Let Cf,~ denote the supremum of the rates R such that there 
exists a sequence of codes {([e~], N, ~N)} for the AMC whose code- 
words satisfy (1) with kN _~N 0.3 Cs,~ is called the capacity of the AMC 
subieet o constraint (1). 
THE CODING THEOREM FOR THE AMC 
Let {Xl, . .-  , x,} be a finite set from ~: and let {B1, . . .  , B~} be a 
measurable partition of 2. Then ( { xl , . . .  , x,} , { B1, . . . , B~} , P ( B ff x~) ) 
becomes ~ DMC called a discrete approximation to the AMC. Clearly, 
an (M, N, k)-code for a discrete approximation is also an (M, N, k)- 
code for the AMC. 
THEOREM, Cf.~ equals the supremum of the channel capacities with 
respect o constraint (1) of all discrete approximations to the AMC. Fur- 
thermore, i f  R < Cf., then there exists an E (R)  > 0 and a sequence of 
codes {([eRN], N, hN)} for the AMC whose codewords satisfy (1) with 
~ < C N*¢~) for all N su~eiently large. 
Proof. The proof of the forward p~rt of the theorem with exponential 
bounds for ~N is immediate from the definition of capacity and known 
results for the DMC (see Appendix A). After collecting some f~ets 
about mutual information the proof will be completed by demonstrat- 
ing a weak converse. 
In what follows Q, will always denote a discrete probability measure 
on QN, that is, one for which there exists a finite set U c ~:N with 
Qx(U) = 1. Elements of ~:N will be denoted by x or ~ and Qx(~) will 
be written instead of Q,({~}). Boldface is omitted if N = 1. For 
each Q~ 
Qy(v) = ~P~(V/~)Q~(~), v ~ Y; [:Q~(~) > 0 (2) 
defines a probability measure on S .  
a Ix] denotes the greatest integer =<x. Cs,~ is t~ken as 0 if there are no codewords 
satisfying (1). 
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Let { V~} denote a finite measurable partition of fiN, that is, { Vj} is a 
sequence V1, • • • , Vk of disjoint sets from ~N whose union is ~v. Let 
(a) fQs,ivs}(X;Y) ~- ~_d Q~(~)P~(Vj/~) In {P~(VJ~)/Qy(Vj)} 
where the sum is taken over all pairs (~, Vj) with Qx($~)P~(VI/~) > O; 
(b) HQ~,~vj~(X/Y) = -- ~ Q~(~) In Q,(~) - -  fQx,iv~}(X;Y); 
(e) IQx(X; Y) = suplQ~,Ivj~(X; Y) where the supremum is taken 
over all finite measurable partitions { V~.} ; and 
(d) HQ~(X/Y) = - -~  Q~(~)lnQ~(~) - IQ~(X; Y). 
~:Qx(~)>O 
i 
I~(X ,  Y) is the mutual information between X and Y, the channel input 
and channel output of blocldength N, when the discrete probability 
measure Q~ is used for channel inputs. Similarly, H~x(X/Y ) is the un- 
certainty of X given Y for the discrete probability measure Qx. Using 
Lemm~ l(a)  it is easily seen that these quantities agree with the cor- 
responding quantities used for the DMC. 
LEMMA 1. (1)  I f  { V j} is a finer partition of ~N than { V~} then 
IQ~,~v~,I(X; Y) > IQ~,Ivj~(X; Y) and 
HQx,lvi,I(X/Y ) <= HQ~,I~(X/Y) .  
(b) I f  Q~, 1 <= i <= to, are discrete probability measures on 0 and 
~ >-_ 0,1 <-_ i ~ k, with 
k k 




IQ~(X; Y) > ~ XJQx,(X; Y) 
1 
(e) I f  Qx has marginals Q~ , 1 <_ i <_ N, then 
N 
Ion(X; Y) <= ~'~IQ,,(X; Y) 
1 
(d) Let xl , • • • , XM and D1, • • • , DM be any code for the A~/[C and 
suppose that Qx({xl , " "  , XM} ) = 1. Then 
Hox(X/Y) <= h(7~) + ~ln (M -- 1) 
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where h(k) --- - -k lnk -- (1 -- X) In (1 -- k), 0 =< k =< 1, and 
M 
= ~ Qx(x~)PN(D~°/x,). 
1 
The proof of Lemma 1 is given in Appendix B. 
We now prove a weak converse for constraint (1). Consider a discrete 
approximation ({xl , . . .  , x~} , { B1 , . . .  , B~} , P ( B j/x~) . Then 
sup IQ~,l,il (X; Y) (3) 
where the supremum is taken over all discrete probability measures Q~ 
with Q~({xl, . . .  , x~}) = 1 and with 
-~  <-_ ~_, Q~(~)f(~) <= 0; (4) 
is the capacity of the discrete approximation with constraint (1) (see 
Appendix A). Using Lemma 1 (a) and (3) the supremum of the capacities 
of the discrete approximations subiect o (1), denoted by C~.~ can be 
written 
C~.~ = sup I~,(X; Y) (5) 
where the supremum is taken over all Q~ satisfying (4). 
Letx~ = (x,~, . . .  ,x~),  1 < i < M, andD1, -. .  ,D .beacodewhose 
eodewords satisfy (1) and define Qx(xi) = I /M,  1 <= i <= M. Letting 
N 
Q~ = ~ (1/N)Q~ 
5=1 
it follows that Q~ satisfies (4). From Lemma 1 
N 
IQ,(X; Y) <- ~ IQ, j (X ;  Y) < NIo , (X;  Y) <= NC~,~ and 
1 
IQx(X; Y) = In M -- HQ:,(X/Y). 
Letting ~ = (1/M) ~ P (D~/xi) it follows from Lemma 1 that 
HQx(X/Y) <= h(X) + ~ln(M -- 1) 
so that 
N'  ln M <= Cs,a + ln 2 
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It follows that C~.~ -> Cs,~ after noting that any (M, N, k)-code has 
> 7~. This completes the proof. 
DISCUSSION 
The idea of considering discrete approximations a done in the above 
proof is not a new idea; it is due to Shannon (1948) and has been used in 
the proof of the coding theorem for semi-continuous channels (Wolfowitz, 
1964 and Feinstein, 1958) where constraints were not considered. Except 
for some standard measure theory concepts used in the model and one 
modest approximation theorem used in the proof of Lemma 1 (c) a coding 
theorem of wide generality has been proved with the tools usually used 
for just discrete memoryless channels. For example, the weak converse 
argument is exactly the same one used for discrete memoryless channels 
(Ash, 1965, p. 307). In addition, channel capacity was shown to be the 
supremum of mutual information between the channel input and output, 
the supremum being taken over a class of discrete input probability 
measures, the class depending on the constraint used. 
For another discussion of the AMC see Dobrushin (1961) where the 
ad hoc assumption that P(B/. ) is Q-measurable for every B C /3 is 
needed in order to consider arbitrary input probability measures Q,. If 
this assumption is made it is not difficult to show that Cs,~ equals the 
supremum of I,~,(X; Y) over all probability measures Q~ suchthat 
-5  < f~f(x)dQ~ < 0; (see Dobrushin's paper for the definition of 
IQ~(X; Y) when Q, is an arbitrary probability measure). As an example, 
the discrete-time memoryless Gaussian channel does satisfy Dobrushin's 
assumption so that (5) yields the usual formula for the capacity of this 
channel with a power constraint on codewords. 
Following the same ideas used earlier one can prove a converse for the 
AMC in terms of the error probability per source letter as has been done 
by Gallager (1964) and Reiffen (1966). 
APPENDIX A 
We here collect he results of Gallager (1965) in a form convenient for 
the present discussion. Let (~C, ~, p(y/x) be a DMC and let p be a 
probability distribution on ~C such that 
-,~ <= ~ p(x)f(x) <= o (A1) 
xCE 
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Let p be a probability distribution on ~:N defined by 
hr 
l,(x) -- q%(x) I I  p(x ) 
j= l  
f N 
~(x) =11 if -a<= (1/N)~)-]~f(xj)l <0  (A2) 
[o otherwise 
2V 
If a random ensemble of codes is picked where p(x) is the probability of 
picking the ith codeword as x, 1 -<_ i =< M, then there is at least one 
(M, N, X)-code with rate R = In M/N whose codewords satisfy (1) with 
X -<_ B exp [-N{Eo(p, p) - oR}] 
Eo(p, p) = - ln  ~ 
ql+p) 
LxEE LvE~ J J 
where 0 <= p =< I is arbitrary (Gallager, 1965, Eqs. 102-104 with r = 0). 
.Now 
OEc(p, p) = ~ ~ p(x)p(y/x) in 
p(x)p(y/x) (A4) Op xE~ YE'5 xE~: 
= Ip(X; Y) 
the average mutual information between the channel input and the 
channel output when the input probability distribution is p. Thus for 
R < I~(X, Y) the quantity Eo(p, p) - pR is greater than 0 for some 
p, 0 =< p _-< 1. The law of large numbers implies 
N q )1 if --a < ~p(x) f (x )  < O. 
xE~ 
A direct argument shows that we may either assume this case or that q is 
identically 1for all N. Thus for 
R < sup Ip(X, Y) 
p:p satisfies (A1) 
an E(R) > 0 exists such that for all N sufficiently large there is an 
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([eRN], N, X)-code whose codewords atisfy (1) with X < e -Ne(R). In 
particular the capacity of the DMC subject o constraint (1) is > 
sup I~( X, Y) 
p:p satisfies (A1). 
The weak converse used in the main text shows that in fact this in- 
equality is an equality. 
APPENDIX B 
Proof of Lemma 1. 
If Qx({x~, "-" , xr}) = 1 then Io,,~v~l(X; Y) can be thought of as the 
mutual information between a random variable with values {x~, . . -  , xr} 
and one with values {V~, . . .  , Vk}. Similarly HQ,,tvjl (X/Y) is just the 
uncertainty of the random variable with values {x~, • • • , xr} given the 
random variable with values {V1, .-- , Vk}. Because {V~'I is finer than 
{ Vi} the random variable with values { V1, -.- , Vk} is a function of the 
P • one with values { V~', --- , V~,} (e.g., each V~., is contained in exactly one 
Vi) and 1 (a) follows by the data processing theorem (Feinstein, 1958, 
p. 33). 
For (b) choose {x l , . . . ,  x~} such that Q~({xl,. ' . ,  x~}) = 1, 
1 -< i < k. In addition, choose a partition {B j} of ~5 such that 
I~(X; Y) - Io~,~(X; Y) < ~, 1 < i < k. 
By taking the refinement {Bj.} of ¢he partitions {BS}, 1 < i < k, it 
follows from (a) (using N = 1) 
IQ,(X; Y) 
and Theorem 3.3.1 of Ash (1965) that 
IQ~,IBi~(X; Y) 
k 
i _-> Y) 
~1 
k 
- XJQ~,t~j(X, Y) 
k 
>__ Y) - ,  
and (b) is proven. 
Part (d) follows immediately 
3.7.1) and part (a). 
from Fano's inequality (Ash, Theorem 
For (e) notice that if {B1, - - . ,  B,} is a measurable partition of ~5 then 
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the class of sets of the form 
Bi~ ×. . .  × B~N, i < ij < s, 1 < j < N (B1) 
forms a partition {Vj} of 3~. Considering the DMC ({xl, . . . ,  xr}, 
{B1, . . . ,B~},P(BHxl ) ) ,whereQ~¢({x l , . . . ,x~})  = 1, 1 =< j =< N, 
it follows from Lemma 3.7.2 of Ash that 
N 
IQ~,tv~)(X, Y) < ~_, IQ~,I.j)(X; Y) 
Using a refinement argument similar to the one used in (b) it follows 
that 
hr 
sup IQx,~vs~(X, Y) < ~ IQ~,(X; Y) 
1 
where the supremum is taken over all { Vj.} of the form (B1). It  remains 
to show that for every partition { Vj} of ~5 N there exists a partition { Vi'} 
of the form (B1) such that 
-TQx, ivj ' I (X;  Y) > fox , Iv j l (X ;  Y) - -  e 
where e > 0 is arbitrary. Rewriting IQ x, I vj~ (X, Y) as ~ 
Q,(~) t'~_, P~(V~/~) In ~ ~. (B2) 
we see that we have an expression of the form 
Po(V~) ~ (B3) 
where 
k 
~>0,  1 < i<k ,  ~ ,~ i= 1 
1 
• • • , P~ are arbitrary probability measures on ¢~N. The result and P0 , P~ , 
now follows immediately from Dobrushin's Theorem (Pinsker, 1964, 
Theorem 2.4.1, p. 19, the proof is on pp. 21-23) since the supremum of 
(B3) over partitions of the form (B1) equals the supremum of (B3) over 
all partitions. (In Pinsker, S~ = 5N, R = class of partitions of the form 
0 In O/a and 0 In a/O are taken  as 0 for a >_- 0. 
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(B1) and £ equals the algebra of all finite disjoint unions of rectangles. 
The theorem is stated only for k = 1; however, it is easily extended to 
arbitrary k by a refinement argument similar to the one used above.) 
The only measure-theoretic difficulty encountered in proving Do- 
brushin's theorem is Theorem D, Section 13 from HMmos (1950). 
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